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Check-the-Box Entity 
Classification Elections
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Treas. Reg. §301.7701-3
• IRS Rules re: classifying business entities

(i.e., not trusts)
– Many issues re: certain foreign entities in what

you have initially, a business entity or a trust
• Corporations, partnerships, disregarded

entities
• An entity may be treated differently for state

law purposes and for Federaltax purposes
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Pre-1997: “Four Factor” Test
– Business entities (such as LLCs) were 

classified as partnerships or corporations.
– Such entities would be classified as a 

“partnership” if it lacked two or more of four 
“corporate” characteristics:

• 1. Continuity of Life;
• 2. Centralized Management;
• 3. Limited Liability; and
• 4. Free Transferability of Interests
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Pre-1997: “Four Factor” Test (continued)
– Difficult to administer;
– In the domestic context: increasingly “elective” 

in effect.
– In the international context: extremely labor 

intensive (translations, foreign law, foreign 
counsel, etc.)

– Examples: 
• Dutch BV Entity
• German GmbH 
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• 1996 CTB Rules (effective 1-1-1997), new 
concepts.
– Elective regime (only once every 60 months).
– Per se corporation.
– Eligible entity.
– Default classification.
– Relevancy.
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• 1996 CTB Rules (effective 1-1-1997), new 
concepts (continued).
– Tax result of change in classification (Treas. 

Reg. §301.7701-3(g).)
• Association (corporation) to partnership.
• Partnership to association (corporation).
• Association (corporation) to disregarded entity.
• Disregarded entity to association (corporation).
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections
• Foreign entities.

– Entity must be an “eligible entity”
• Not classified as a per se corporation under Treas. 

Reg. § 301.7701-2(b).  (Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-
3(a).)

– Relevancy.
• Relevancy: when a foreign entity’s tax

classification “affects the liability of any person for
federal tax or information purposes” 

• E.g., if U.S. income was paid to the entity and the
withholding agent must determine the amount to 
withhold.  (Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(d)(1).)  
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Foreign entities (continued).
– Relevancy (continued).

• A foreign eligible is relevant on “the date an event 
occurs that creates an obligation to file a federal 
tax return, information return, or statement for 
which the classification of the entity must be 
determined.” (Treas. Reg. §301.7701-3(d)(1)(i).)

• If an entity is not otherwise relevant, it is “deemed 
to be relevant only on the date the entity 
classification election is effective.” (Treas. Reg. 
§301.7701-3(d)(1)(ii)(A).)
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Foreign entities (continued).
– Relevancy (continued).

• Points for consideration- potential uncertainty.
– 1. If an entity is not otherwise relevant and makes a CTB 

Election (e.g., foreign corporation electing to be treated 
as a partnership), is it effective?  Yes.  

– 2. Is there a deemed liquidation of the entity (that is not 
otherwise relevant) as the result of a CTB election?  
Unclear.  If not, U.S. taxation could be different than 
practitioners think.

– 3. What happens to this entity if it makes a CTB Election 
and loses its classification after 60 months?
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Foreign entities (continued).
– Entity must be relevant (continued).

• Taking it home- practice pointers.
– 1. Consider relevancy planning.  (Buying one share of a 

U.S. corporation stock could cause or maintain 
relevance.)

– 2. For foreign entities owning U.S. stocks/securities, 
understand the CFC rule changes from tax reform (i.e., 
30 day period no longer required).  Additional planning 
for clients during life might be required.

– 3. Mark your calendars for 60 months!  Pay attention to 
foreign entities for which you made a CTB Election, or it 
might lose its classification.
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Foreign entities (continued).
– Example 1

• Juan Perez (NRA) owns an interest in a Mexico 
manufacturing company (SRL) worth US$100M.  
Immigrating to the U.S.

• Juan Perez gifts SRL to Foreign Nongrantor Trust 
prior to moving to the U.S.

– 1. What if he files a CTBE to treat SRL as a partnership 
prior to gifting?

– 2. What if SRL is not otherwise relevant?  Risks?
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Check-the-Box Entity Classification Elections

• Foreign entities (continued).
– Example 2

• Juan Perez (NRA) owns U.S. stock portfolio 
through SRL worth $10M.  Juan Perez dies and 
U.S. citizen children inherit SRL.

– 1. Step-up in basis under IRC 1014?  
– 2. Is SRL a CFC?
– 3. What if SRL makes CTBE prior to death?

» What if SRL is not relevant? Step-up in basis?
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The New “Anti-Grecian” 
Rules

November 1, 2018
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Background
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Some “Inbound” Basics

• Two ways for foreign taxpayers to conduct business in US
• US corporate structure

– US corporation conducts the business and pays US corporate 
tax

– Dividends and other FDAP payments to foreign shareholder 
subject to WHT

– Only US corporation needs to file if proper dividend withholding 
occurs

– Sale of stock of US corporation generally not taxed
• Special exception for FIRPTA

• US branch structure
– Foreign taxpayer must file and pay US tax on “effectively 

connected income” (as well as certain US-source non-business 
income)

• Foreign corporations also subject to BPT 
– Sale of US business assets generally taxed
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More Basics – Inbound Partnership

• FP is a foreign partner in P, an entity classified as a 
partnership for US tax purposes

• P may be US or foreign
• Under the US tax rules for partnerships, operating 

income of LLC “flows through” to FP
– P’s US office/PE attributed to FP
– P must withhold on ECTI under §1446
– Not final tax; may be refunded
– BPT still applies

• So, for operating income, earning income through P 
instead of directly relatively unimportant

• FP’s sale of interest in P more interesting
– Partnership interests generally treated as distinct assets 

under §741
– Not equivalent to share of underlying partnership assets
– Pre-TCJA, generally no§1446 withholding
– Rev. Rul. 91-32 said FP is subject to  tax on its share of 

gain or loss on USTB (“U.S. Trade or Business”) 
property, based on look-through approach (sort of)

P, a 
partnership 
for US tax

FP

US Business

Other partners
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Grecian Magnesite (149 T.C. No. 3 (2017))

• Grecian’s interest in Premier, a US LLC, was 
redeemed for cash, and Grecian had LTCG

– Some taxable under FIRPTA, not in dispute
• IRS argued for look-through, among other things, 

under Rev. Rul. 91-32
– Why should result from sale of partnership interest be 

better than an asset (or the sale of a branch)?
• Grecian disagreed, arguing:

– No look-through rule to be found
– §865(a) generally treats non-RP gains for foreign 

taxpayers as foreign-source
– US office rule §865(e)(2) n/a

• Both sides considered FIRPTA statutory look-through 
(§897(g)) helpful

• Tax Court agreed with Grecian in July 2017; held ruling 
invalid

– Appeal pending in DC Circuit
• TCJA enacted new “anti-Grecian” provisions in December 

2017

Premier

Grecian

US Business

Sale (Redemption)
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New Anti-Grecian Rules
-- An Overview

• New §864(c)(8)
– Imposes “look-through treatment” on FP’s 

disposition of interest in P to treat as sale of P’s 
underlying assets

– Effective for dispositions occurring on or after 11-
27-2017

• New §1446(f)
– Requires transferee of FP’s interest in P to 

withhold 10% of “amount realized”
– Generally effective for dispositions occurring on or 

after 1-1-2018
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New §864(c)(8)
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New §864(c)(8)(A)

Statutory language:

“Notwithstanding any other provision of this subtitle, if a nonresident alien individual 
or foreign corporation owns, directly or indirectly, an interest in a partnership which 
is engaged in any trade or business within the United States, gain or loss on the 
sale or exchange of all (or any portion of) such interest shall be treated as 
effectively connected with the conduct of such trade or business to the extent such 
gain or loss does not exceed the amount determined under subparagraph (B).”

Some key points:

• P must have USTB
• FP must own, directly or indirectly, interest in P
• Sale or exchange is defined to include any disposition
• All gain from sale is ECI under (A) prior to application of limitation in (B)
• New rule does not address source.  All other ECI rules start with source.
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New §864(c)(8)(B)

Statutory language:  Under §864(c)(8)(B), the amount of gain deemed to be 
ECI under §864(c)(8)(A) is limited to:

“(I) the portion of the partner's distributive share of the amount of gain which 
would have been effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business 
within the United States if the partnership had sold all of its assets at their fair 
market value as of the date of the sale or exchange of such interest, or
(II) zero if no gain on such deemed sale would have been so effectively 
connected.”

Some key points:

• This is where the look-through rule is located
• The hypothetical sale in §864(c)(8)(B) is of all of P’s assets
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ECI Limitation

• Assume FP has 300 of 
appreciation in P interest, 50% 
attributable to ECI assets
– 150 built-in ECI gain
– 150 built-in non-ECI gain

• FP sells a 10% interest in P, 
recognizing gain of 100

• How much is ECI under 
§864(c)(8)?
– Note “all” language in 

864(c)(8)(B)

P

FP

Sale of 10%

30%

Other partners

70%
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Non-separately stated income rule

• FP and USP do business within and 
without US.

• They agree to a disproportionate 
allocation of profits

• §864(c)(8)(B) provides that a partner’s 
distributive share of gain or loss on the 
deemed sale “shall be determined in the 
same manner as such partner’s 
distributive share of the non-separately 
stated taxable income or loss of such 
partnership.”

• So, what does that mean?
• Does it mean special allocations not 

respected?

P

FP

For. TB

Sale

10% ECI
90% Non-ECI

USTB

90% ECI
10% Non-ECI

USP
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Nonrecognition Transactions
• Since exit now taxable, and BPT is a 

pain, FP wants to contribute P 
interest to DC in a tax-free §351 
exchange. 

• Any issue under the new law?
• Probably not … at least not now.
• §864(c)(8), on its face, appears to 

be a gain-characterization provision, 
and should not require gain 
recognition.

• However, regulatory authority to 
override as needed to protect abuse 
(e.g., §864(c)(8)(E).

• Would that make sense here?
– FIRPTA analogy (hot-for-hot requirement) 

relevant?
– Any different view if FP instead were 

contributing P interest to another 
partnership under §721?

– Worry about retroactive regs?

P

FP

Contribution
§351

30%

Other partners

70%

DC
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Nonrecognition Transactions, cont’d

• P distributes all USTB assets to 
USP1 in redemption, so all remaining 
assets are foreign

• Any tax consequence for FP?  
• If not, FP escapes US tax upon later 

sale of P interest
• Assuming this “works” to allow FP to 

avoid US tax, what if, instead, P 
distributes foreign TB assets to FP in 
complete redemption of FP’s interest 
in P?

• Does it make sense for FP to fare 
better in the former example than in 
the latter?

P

FP

For. TB
(51% value
$102 BIG)

50%

USTB
(49% value
$98 BIG)

USP1

49%

USP2

1%
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Interaction with Income Tax Treaties

• While new law causes gain to be 
ECI, does not (at least not explicitly) 
change source or application of 
§865(e)(2)

– Arguably, such gain is foreign-source 
and not attributable to US office

• Query whether this means the FP’s 
gain is exempt under certain US income 
tax treaties?

– Is gain attributable to a PE under business 
profits article?

– Does gain arise from alienation of property 
forming part of PE under gain article?

– Nothing in the new law or legislative history 
expressly provides for treaty override.

P

FP

Sale of 10%

30%

Other partners

70%
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New §1446(f)
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New §1446(f)(1) – General Rule
Statutory language:

“Except as provided in this subsection, if any portion of the gain (if any) on any 
disposition of an interest in a partnership would be treated under section 
864(c)(8) as effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business 
within the United States, the transferee shall be required to deduct and withhold 
a tax equal to 10 percent of the amount realized on the disposition.”

Some key points:

• There is no proportionality under the statute
– The withholding is on the entire A/R even if only $1 of gain.
– And even if only a very small portion of the assets are ECI assets

• Only statutory exception applies where transferor provides non-foreign 
affidavit
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New §1446(f)(4)
Statutory language:

“Partnership to Withhold Amounts Not Withheld By the Transferee
Partnership to withhold amounts not withheld by the transferee If a transferee 
fails to withhold any amount required to be withheld under paragraph (1), the 
partnership shall be required to deduct and withhold from distributions to the 
transferee a tax in an amount equal to the amount the transferee failed to 
withhold (plus interest under this title on such amount).”
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IRS Guidance

• Notice 2018-08
– Suspends §1446(f) withholding for publicly traded partnerships

• Notice 2018-29
– Guidance for nonpublicly traded partnerships

• Clarifies the non-foreign affidavit required
• Provides several exceptions to §1446(f) withholding

– Suspends withholding under §1446(f)(4)

• Proper Forms to Use
– Form 8288 Series
– Piggy-backing off of FIRPTA Forms
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Notice 2018-29: Non-foreign affidavit
-- See §6.01

• What kind of affidavit suffices? 

– FIRPTA Certification (with conforming changes)
• See Treas. Reg. §1.1445-2(b)

– IRS Form W-9

• What if you don’t get the affidavit?

– In contrast with FIRPTA regulations, demonstrating through other means that transferor is 
not foreign seems insufficient

– Query how IRS will treat given the numerous domestic transactions that will take place with 
no one ever thinking about §1446(f)
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Notice 2018-29: Withholding exceptions
based on certification from FP

• FP certifies no realized gain (Notice 2018-29, §6.02.)

• FP certifies that the transaction is a nonrecognition transaction. (Notice 2018-29, 
§6.05.)

– Notice follows format under FIRPTA regulations.  See Treas. Reg. §1.1445-2(d)(2).
– No need to mail to the IRS, as with similar FIRPTA notices of nonrecognition.
– IRS may override nonrecognition transactions, but where proper notice received, no withholding 

required until IRS announces overrides

• FP certifies ECTI less than 25% threshold (Notice 2018-29, §6.03.)
– Certification must be true for FP’s prior taxable year and two preceding taxable years if FP was a 

partner in P for the entirety of such years
– FP must certify that its allocable share of ECTI of the partnership was less than 25% of FP’s total 

distributive share of income for that year
– FP that “did not have a distributive share of income in any of its three immediately preceding 

taxable years during which the partnership had effectively connected income cannot provide this 
certification.”

– N/A when P is the transferee by reason of making a distribution
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Notice 2018-29: Withholding exception
based on certification from P

• No withholding required if P certifies that, in case of a hypothetical 
sale of all P assets at FMV, the amount of ECI gain (including FIRPTA 
gain) would be less than 25% of the total gain. (Notice 2018-29, §
6.04.)
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Notice 2018-29: Additional Rules

• Amount realized
– Includes liability relief.
– Per §§ 7.01 and 7.02 of the Notice, if FP (other than a controlling partner) provides a certification 

setting stating (i) the amount of FP’s share of partnership liabilities as shown on the most recently 
received K-1, and (ii) that FP does not have actual knowledge of subsequent events that would 
cause such amount to be significantly different than the amount shown on the K-1 at the time of the 
transfer, the transferee may rely on such certification.

• Difference of  25% or less is not a significant difference. 
• FP is a controlling partner if FP and related persons owned a 50%-or-greater interest in capital, profits, deductions or losses in the 12 

months before the transfer.
– Per §§ 7.01 and 7.03 of the Notice, if P provides a certification setting stating (i) the amount of 

FP’s share of partnership liabilities as shown on the most recently received K-1, and (ii) that P does 
not have actual knowledge of subsequent events that would cause such amount to be significantly 
different than the amount shown on the K-1 at the time of the transfer, the transferee may rely on 
such certification.

• What if 10% amount realized > amount paid (excluding partnership debt relief)?
– Per§ 8 of the Notice, can limit withholding to the amount paid, including partner-level debt relief.

• If P makes distribution to FP, may rely on books and records (or a certification 
from FP) as to tax basis, in order to determine whether such basis exceeds the 
distribution

• Coordination with FIRPTA (§ 1445(e)(5)) withholding
– Per §10 of the Notice, in case overlap with § 1446(f), withhold greater of the two amounts
– No duplicative withholding
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Problems and Open Issues

• P may have no incentive to provide any certifications
– What’s P’s upside?
– What risks on P if P is wrong?
– Perhaps different for future LP/LLC agreements, but probably no provisions in many existing 

agreements

• Can withholding be avoided if FP claims treaty exemption?

• How much withholding required if P makes cash distribution in excess of basis 
to FP?

– Entire amount, or just the excess?
– Excess is gain under §731(a), but can entire distribution be considered an amount realized?

• If so, what if first distribution is less than basis?  Step-transaction?

• If no exception applies, any way to limit withholding?
– Non-ECI assets may greatly exceed ECI assets
– As of now, no rule comparable to FIRPTA exception for non-50/90 partnerships
– There are two 25% exceptions that may apply … but then again, they may not.

• If P had losses, FP cannot certify
• As indicated above, may Ps will refuse to certify, even if they could do so.
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